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Crucible’s logo and branding epitomizes 
our company’s most prized and cherished 
values. Pride, passion, honor, and 
excellence. These virtues have carried 
our company for near well half a century 
and will doubtless fuel our longevity for 
years to come. 

As our brand clearly illustrates, Crucible’s 
name carries the bright flame that has lit 
our path towards success for decades. 
Our long and sterling track record and 
dozens of satisfied customers can testify 
this. We are the flare that burns twice as 
bright, and as such, our brand’s image 
refelcts this.

Our Logo



The alternate version of our logo features 
the image of fire surrounding the titular 
crucible framed within a square, re-sized 
to scale with the width of the Crucible 
text. The flame in this version is formed 
by negative space, therefore should 
remain transparent on all printing and 
applications.

If the application or printing requires a 
monochrome reproduction, only our 
brand’s characteristic red is acceptable. In 
all other cases, black will suffice. 

Logo Variations 



The clear space around our primary 
logo should outline its basic shape. The 
size of the spacing is determined by the 
most prominent points of the fire 
graphic, with the spacing below 
dictated by the bottom border of the 
type element. Clear space should be 
.25” from all other elements.

Same applies to the alternate logo; 
.25” from all sides. Obviously, the 
margin adheres to the shape of the 
logo, in this instance dictacted by 
the rectangular frame surrounding 
the flame element. 

Spacing & Size

Minimal Sizes
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Minimum print size for the primary 
logo is .8in height. For the alternate, 
.75in width. For screen display: 58pt 
high for primary, 54pt for alternate. 
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The Crucible company logo is widely 
recognizable and emblematic of our 
prestige. It is imperative to adhere to our 
company’s design standards. Here are 
examples of improper variations of our 
logo. Included here are three examples: 

• Exclusion of vital visual elements
 
• Superfluous additions 

• Miscoloring area of negative space

• Transparent outline

• Misplacement of type element

Improper Variations



The overall color scheme of Crucible’s 
brand is relatively simple. Tones of black 
contrasted with reds to represent the 
flames lighting the darkness. Text on ares 
of red are generally colored in white or 
knocked out. 

Colors

CMYK Black Pantone 426 C

CMYK 1.56, 92.2, 
98.8, 0

Pantone 485 C



Our brand identity is visually distinct. 
Our use of visual elements are derived 
from the look and tone of our company 
logo in order to maintain a cohesive look.  

A major visual element in our company’s 
aesthetic is the use of gradrients for  
decorating accents and edges.  

A major aspect of the brand’s overall look 
is the interplay of positive and negative 
space. This applies to the main flame and 
crucible shapes in the logo as well as the 
the edge decorative patterns. 

Design Elements



AGENDA-MEDIUM

BODEGASANS MEDIUM

Typography

• Main type in the company logo

• For use in page headings and   
 subheadings

• Numbering for pages

• For use in subheadings within    
company texts and internal letters

• For subheadings on company 
business cards

AGENDA-LIGHT
• Primarily used for text in written         
material and internal letters

• For text on company business cards



Applications & Images


